Unsupervised Monocular Depth Estimation from Light Field Image.
Learning based depth estimation from light field has made significant progresses in recent years. However, most existing approaches are under the supervised framework, which requires vast quantities of ground-truth depth data for training. Furthermore, accurate depth maps of light field are hardly available except for a few synthetic datasets. In this paper, we exploit the multi-orientation epipolar geometry of light field and propose an unsupervised monocular depth estimation network. It predicts depth from the central view of light field without any ground-truth information. Inspired by the inherent depth cues and geometry constraints of light field, we then introduce three novel unsupervised loss functions: photometric loss, defocus loss and symmetry loss. We have evaluated our method on a public 4D light field synthetic dataset. As the first unsupervised method published in the 4D Light Field Benchmark website, our method can achieve satisfactory performance in most error metrics. Comparison experiments with two state-of-the-art unsupervised methods demonstrate the superiority of our method. We also prove the effectiveness and generality of our method on real-world light-field images.